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1. During that decade…. scientists in England developed the first computer……… .
A. ? / program
B. , / brogram
C. . / program
D. , / program
2. In 1958 CE…. the computer……. was developed.
A. , / ship
B. ? / chip
C. ! / chip
3. ……computer program took 25 minutes to complete one ……… .
A. the / calculation
B. The / calculasion
C. The / calculation

D. , / chip

D. the/ calculasion

4. In 1971 CE, the floppy ……. was invented….. which meant that information
could be shared between computers for the first time.
A. disk /.
B. disk /,
C. disc /,
D. disk/?
5. However….. it was not until 2007 CE that the first ………. appeared .
A. ? / smartphones
B. . / smartphones
C. , / smartphones
D/ , / smartphunes
6. The first ……was produced in 1974 CE, so people could buy computers to use at home.....
A. PC / ?
B. PS / .
C. PC/ .
D. PC / ,
7. In 1990 CE…… the British scientist Tim Berners Lee developed the World Wide….. .
A. ? / Web
B. , / Web
C. , / Wib
D. . / Web
8. In just a few years' time, …… say that billions of machines will be connected to each other
to the Internet….
A. experts / ?
B. exberts / .
C. experts / .
D. experts / ,
9. As a consequence, ……..will increasingly run our lives for us….
A. computers / ,
B. computers / .
C. komputers / .

D. computers / ?

10. As a consequence….. teachers can show …….. on the board in front of the class.
A. , / websites
B. ? / websites
C. , / wepsites
D. . / websites
11. Teachers can then use the Internet to show ……… programmes, play games, music……
recordings of languages, and so on.
A. educational / .
B. educasional / ,
C. educational / ,
D. educational / ?
12. Email ……… are very useful in the classroom……
A. exchanges / .
B. exchanges / ,
C. exshanges / .
13. …….. young people communicate through ……….. media.
A. Most / sosial
B. most / social
C. Most / social
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D. exchanges/ ?

D. most/ sosial

14. Students can ……….to the website, so for example they can post work…..photos and
messages.
A. contribute / ,
B. contrebute / ,
C. contribute/?
D. contribute/ .
1. ……doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, ………. and
other forms of complementary medicine.
A. most / acupuncsure B. Most acupuncsure C. most / acupuncture D. Most / acupuncture
2. Headaches and colds are common ……….., especially in winter ….
A. ailments / .
B. ailmints / .
C. ailments / ?

D. ailments / ,

3. My grandfather has …… in his fingers….. so he sometimes finds it difficult to write.
A. arthritis / ?
B. arthrites / .
C. arthritis / ,
D. arthrites / ,
4. She coughs so much…… she needs some herbal……… .
A. ? / remedy
B. , / rimedy
C. , / remedy
5. My mother never bakes….. she has an ……………… to wheat.
A. , / allergy
B. , / allirgy
C. ? / allergy

D. . / remedy

D. . / allergy

6. Complementary medicine can never substitute for ………….as it will not produce the
antibodies needed to protect against childhood diseases…..
A. immunisations / , B. immunisations / ?

C. immunisasions / . D. immunisations / .

7. I now consider ……….. to be a viable option for many different conditions, including
anxiety……. depression and certain allergies.
A. homoeopathy /?

B. homoeobathy / ,

C. homoeopathy / .

D. homoeopathy / ,

8. A mosquito has bitten me, I am afraid it has ………… and I’ll suffer soon…..
A. malaria / ?
B. malaria / ,
C. melaria / .
D. malaria / .
9. If you have a ………………. , the best thing to do is take some medicine and rest
somewhere quiet…..
A. migraine / .
B. migraine / ?
C. megraine / .
D. migraine / ,
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1. Adeeb caught Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a ……limb for his father….
A. prosthetic / ?
B. prosthetec / .
C. prosthetic / .
D. prosthetic / ,
2. The Sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy…….and hopes the tour that he is
…………..for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence.
A. , / sbonsoring

B. ? / sponsoring

C. . / sponsoring

D. , / sponsoring

3. Adeeb ……………. with a specialist doctor to build the……….. .
A. will be worked / appendage
C. will be working / appindage

B. will be working / appendage
D. will be work / appendage

4. …….. will also be attending a course on prosthetics and learning about different kinds of
Medical…………. .
A. adeeb / apparatas
C. adeeb / apparatus

B. Adeeb / apparatas
D. Adeeb/ apparatus

5. Brain implants that improve vision or allow disabled people to use their thoughts in order to
control prosthetic …….. like arms…….legs or hands.
A. limbs / .

B. limps / ,

C. limbs / ,

D. limbs / ?

6. Dennis is looking forward to the time when similar ……….. limbs are available for the
thousands of people……
A. artificial / ?

B. artifisial / .

C. artificial / ,

D. artificial / .

7. ……… have already developed brain ……….. .
A. Scientists / imblants
C. Scientists / implants

B. scientists / implants
D. scientists / imblants

8. People who have been affected by brain damage….. which could be caused by………….,
a stroke or other brain injuries.
A. . / dementia

B. , / demintia

C. ? / dementia
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D. , / dementia

9. In 2010 CE….. neuroscientists confirmed that it was possible to communicate with some
patients in a …….. .
A. , / coma

B. . / coma

C. , / koma

D. ? / coma

10. The…………, used on a man who has been in a coma for more than twelve years……
A. scanner / ,
B . scanner / ?
C. scannar / .
D. scanner / .
11. The new cancer drug is taken as a single ……..every morning….. and so far patients have
shown none of the usual side effects.
A. bill / ,

B. pill /,

C. pill / ?

D. pill / .

12. People who have been affected by brain damage…… which could be caused by dementia,
a ……….. or other brain injuries.
A. ? / stroke

B. . / struke

C. , /

stroke

D. , / struke

13. A new cancer ………. is being trialed in Plymouth, UK, which doctors hope will extend
the lives of cancer patients…….
A. drug / ?

B. drug / .

C. drag / .

D. drug / ,

14. Doctors look at the ……… before they decide how to treat the patient……..
A. symptom / ?

B. symbtom / .

C. symptom / ,

D. symptom / .

15. Before doctors prescribe drugs to patients…… scientists perform ……… trial to make
sure the drugs are safe.
A. , / medical

B. . / medikal

C. ? / medical

D. , medikal

11. …… new cancer drug is taken as a single pill every morning, and so far patients have
shown none of the usual side……… .
A. the / effects

B. The / effects

C. The / efficts
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D. the / efficts

1. Al-Kindi was a ……….., philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and astronomer –
a true polymath …..
A. bhysican / .

B. physician / ?

C. bhysician / ,

D. physician / .

2. …… father teaches Maths. He’s a …….. .
A. my / mathematisian
C. My / mathematisian

B. My / mathematician
D. my / mathematician

3. Ramzi is very good with numbers and calculations….. He always scores high in……….. .
A. , / arithmetic

B. ? / arithmatic

C. . / arithmetic

D. . / arithmatic

4. Mr Shahin is a true …….,working in all kinds of creative and scientific fields……..
A. bolymath / .

B. polymath / .

C. polymath / ,

D. polymath/ ?

5. A ……… is someone who thinks and writes about the meaning of life…….
A. philosopher / .

B. phelosopher / .

C. philosopher / ?

D. philosopher/ ,

6. We learn about shapes, lines…….and angles when we study …….. ..
A. ? / geometry

B. . / geomatry

C. , / geomatry

D. , / geometry

7. …………. are all, by definition …. expensive, public projects that attract a high level
of interest and media coverage.
A. Megaprojects / ? B. Megabrojects / , C. Megaprojects / , D. Megaprojects / .
8. Projects range from motorways, airports, ………, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city
complexes…..
A. stations / .
B. stasions / .
C. stations / ?
D. stations / ,
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1. Do you have music ……….. at the weekend……….
A. tuition / .
B. tuision / ?
C. tuition / ?

D. tuition / ,

2. …….. don’t have to stay after school for the chess club- it’s …………. .
A. you / optional
B. You / obtional
C. you / obtional
D. You / optional
3. A developed ……… is country that’s economically and socially advanced………
A. nation / ?
B. nasion / .
C. nation / ,
D. nation / .
4. ……..Maths ………?
A. is / compulsory
B. Is / compulsory

C. Is / compulsary

5. …….. statements are ……….. .
A. Those / contradictory
C. those / contradictory

B. Those/ contradectory
D. those / contradectory

D. is / compulsary

6. Most students in Finland also speak at least two, and often three……. languages ………. .
A. . / fluantly
B. ? / fluently
C. , fluantly
D. , / fluently
7. According to a study by the ……… for Economic Co-operation and Development
students in Japan……Indonesia and South Korea spend the most time studying in the world.
A. Organisation/ ?
B. Organisation/ .
C. Organisasion/ ,
D. Organisation/ ,
8. Their high ………. achievements do suggest that the longer you study…… the better you
do in final exams.
A. academic/ .
B. acadamic/ ,
C. academic/ ,
D. academic/ ?
9. ……….. and the global market have always interested me…..
A. Economics/ ,
B. Economecs / .
C. Economecs / ?

D. Economics / .

10. However………anguage……...…….is becoming increasingly important for anyone.
A. , / proficiency
B. . / proficiency
C. ?/ proficiency
D. ,/ profeciency
11. Studying ………… lets me focus on my love of language in an analytical way…….
A. linguistics / ?
B. linguistecs/ ,
C. linguistics/ .
D. linguistecs/.
12. Maths has always been my strongest subject……and I feel that by studying……………
I can use my strengths to solve practical problems.
A. ? / physics
B/ , / bhysics
C. . / physics
D. , / physics
13. If you do a degree in Medicine or Law……. you will find that your job ………are better
than if you do a more general degree.
A. , / prosbects
B. ? / prospects
C. , / prospects
D. . / prospects
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14. Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France…. the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany,
where he …………… with relatives.
A. . / will be staying
B. , / will be stayed
C. ? / will be staying
D. , / will be staying

15. Everywhere we go we will hear the constant buzz and hum of technology.
The rhetorical device of the underlined word in the sentence above is …..
A. simile

B. personification

C. metaphor

D. onomatopoeia

16. ……….will be working with a specialist doctor to build the……… .
A. Adeeb / appindage
B. adeeb / appendage
C. Adeeb / appendage
D/ adeep / appindage
17. In 2010 CE…… neuroscientists confirmed that it was possible to communicate with some
patients in a ……… .
A. ? / coma
B. , / koma
C. . / koma
D. , / coma
18. Scientists have already developed brain ………..that improve vision or allow disabled
people to use their thoughts …..
A. implants / ?

B. imblants / .

C. implants / .
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D . implants / ,

1. The Sheikh has …….. a special interest in the boy
A. taken
B. attended
C. caught

D. spent

2. A mosquito has bitten me, I am afraid it has …………………… and I’ll suffer soon.
A. migraine
B. malaria
C. allergy
D. arthritis
3. A ……… is someone who thinks and writes about the meaning of life.
A. philosopher
B. physician
C. mathematician
D. polymath
4. You must always wear a …….. in a car, whether you’re the diver or a passenger.
A. helmet
B. risk
C. reputation
D. seat belt
5. Medicines that are not the normal, traditionally accepted treatments are known
as ……………. .
A. viable
B. complementary C. alien
D. conventional
6. Petra has a ………… as a fascinating place to visit.
A. monitor
B. risk
C. reputation

D. inspire

7. The stars and planets are things which ……….. study.
A. philosopher
B. physician
C. astronomers

D. polymath

8. ………. is an old- fashioned word that means ‘doctor’.
A. Philosopher
B. Physician
C. Mathematician

D. Polymath

9. Wind ……………. are an example of renewable energy.
A. farms
B. free
C. waste

D. power

10. If a city recycles everything and doesn’t throw anything away, it is zero-………… .
A. farms
B. free
C. waste
D. power
11. Before doctors prescribe drugs to patients, scientists perform ………. to make sure the
drugs are safe.
A. dementia
B. medical trials
C. pills
D. coma
12. An extremely bad headache is ….
A. migraine
B. malaria

C. allergy

D. arthritis

13. If we take ______ transport more often, there will be fewer cars on the roads, which will
result in cleaner air in our cities.
A. urban
B. carbon
C. public
D. biological
14. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught a red-handed.
The underlined colour idiom means…..
A. permission
B. to feel sad
C. to be angry
D. doing something wrong
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1. If you do a degree in Medicine or Law, you will find that your job ………are better than if
you do a more general degree.
A. prospects
B. lifelong
C. proficiency
D. abroad
2. However, language……...…….is becoming increasingly important for anyone.
A. prospects
B. lifelong
C. proficiency
D. abroad
3. Language proficiency is important for anyone who wants to travel or work………….. for
a large global company or organisation.
A. prospects
B. lifelong
C. proficiency
D. abroad
4. Studying is a ……………….. activity – you’re never too old to start!
A. prospects
B. lifelong
C. proficiency
D. abroad

5. Language proficiency is important for anyone who wants to travel or work abroad for a
large …………. company or organisation.
A. prospects
B. lifelong
C. global
D. abroad
6. If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to ……………………… .
A. play it by ear
B. get cold feet
C. get it off your chest
7. Economics and the global market have always interested me, but I wanted to study
a subject with a clear career path, so I chose …………….. .
A. linguistics
B. history
C. Banking and Finance
D. law

8. Do you have music ………… at the weekend?
A. optional

B. developed nation

C. tuition

D. contradictory

9. A ………………. is country that’s economically and socially advanced.
A. tuition
B. developed nation
C. fluently
D. contradictory
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Replace the underlined misused body idiom with the correct one.
1. I’m too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I’ll play it by ear at the last minute.
A. keep your chin up
B. get cold feet
C. get it off your chest
2. If you’ve got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to keep your chin up
A. play it by ear
B. get cold feet
C. get it off your chest
3. I don’t think I’d be a very good accountant. I don’t really get cold feet
A. have a head for figures
B. play it by ear
C. get it off your chest
4. Have a head for figure ! I’m sure everything will be fine in the end.
A. Play it by ear
B. Get cold feet
C. Keep your chin up
5. I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to get cold feet
A. have a head for figure
B. play it by ear
C. keep your chin up

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Replace the underlined idioms with the correct one.
1- You could dig this plot in an afternoon if you really have a good head for figures.
A. put your back into it
B. Get cold feet
C. Keep your chin up

2- Harriet gets cold feet, she is very clever at calculating numbers.
A. has a head for figure
B. play it by ear
C. keep your chin up

3- I don't know how long I'll continue touring with the band. We've always said we'll just
keep your chin up.
A. play it by ear
B. get cold feet
C. get it off your chest

4- Students always play it by ear whenever they have exams.
A. put your back into it
B. get cold feet

C. keep your chin up

5- I had spent two months worrying about it and I was glad to put my back into it
A. play it by ear
B. get cold feet
C. get it off my chest
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